
Tourism:
Benefits &

Costs

Benefits

Economic
Benefits

Feel Good/
proud as

country is a
popular

destination

More want to
trade as they
hear about

your country
through
tourism

More jobs

New Friends

New ideas

Can help
improve

Education

Better
infrastructure

(roads,
railways,
airports)

provided to
boost tourism

Costs

Aeroplane
travel causes
more pollution
per passenger
kilometre than

trains.

In many cases
of mass

tourism, 80%
of the holiday

fee goes to
the tour

operator and
travel

company and
less than 20%

to the local
people.

Poor have
land & other
resources
taken from

them

Tourists are
easy terrorist
and criminal

targets

Tourists can
raise prices of

day to day
goods for the

locals

Contamination
of the local

environment
through

introduction of
foreign
species

Using up of
local

resources
especially in
third world
countries

Negative
effects on

local culture:
"Plastic tiki"

shows

Pollution and
consumption
of land, water

and other
parts of the

environment.

Some
countries rely
on tourism for

their main
income... if
they have

problems they
lose a lot of
income. i.e.

Fiji coup

Fun

Relaxation

Environmental
Costs

People think
that the

important
parts of your

culture are the
ones they see

in a "show"

Often tourist
industry will

receive priority
over locals (for

land,
resources,
access to

politicians)

Overcrowding
of popular

destinations

Stress placed
on the

infrastructure
(transport,

finance,
service)

Social Costs

Great
memories

Social
Benefits

Environmental
Benefits

Through Eco-
tourism locals

and tourists
learn to

respect the
environment

and animal life
better

Damage to
species

through abuse

i.e. monkey or
bear on a

chain

Economic
Costs

Some locals
start to

express racist
views to
visitors

Pride taken in
local culture

as it is "shown
off"

Local culture
is enhanced

and
encouraged

as it is "shown
off"

Improved
health as
income is

received from
tourism

Fosters
understanding

between
people of
different
cultures

Profits for
business

directly and
indirectly

involved in
tourism

Exposure to
new ideas can

lead to a
breakdown of

traditional
values

Exposure to
new goods
can lead to
health and

social
problems

Visitors can
bring other

human
diseases with

them i.e.
SARS

Gain new
knowledge

Viewing others
in a 3rd world

country as
"servants" and

paying them
poorly

Tourists can
commit crimes

in the
countries they

are in

Politicians
chase and

view the
tourism dollar

as more
important than

social or
environmental

costs

Answers have been placed under the
heading they BEST fit under. Some will fit
under more than one heading. i.e. Visitors
bringing diseases to another country is a

social and economic cost

People pay to
see the

environment
rather than

destroying it.
some income

can be used to
benefit the

environment.


